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Abstract: Since its discovery, the Epitaph of Allia Potestas has posed many questions.  Its 

explicit eroticism and the polyandry among Allia and two young men have aroused many 

scholarly debates.  In this paper, I incorporate artistic, literary, epigraphic, and legal evidence to 

argue that this eroticism was acceptable in the Roman context; meanwhile the polyandry may 

have been legal. 
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I. Introduction 

 Since its discovery in 1912, the enigmatic Epitaph of Allia Potestas has interested many 

scholars (Fig. 1).  This Latin verse inscription commemorates a freedwoman, Allia Potestas from 

Perugia, in an unusually grand scale.  Major scholarly debates focus on its date and the identities 

of the duo iuvenes (29).  Horsfall, having investigated prior scholarship, concludes that the duo 

iuvenes are two lovers of Allia, one of whom is Allius, the poet of our inscription, but he thinks 

that their relationships are “extra-legal”.   I shall argue that Allius was a freedman himself and 1

that initially Allia was the contubernalis of both Allius and the other man when they were all 

slaves together.  While there is no definitive proof for my proposal, a close reading of the text 

and comparisons with Latin literature and Roman visual art illuminate Roman social history, 

especially in the area of  gender and slavery.  

II. The stone. 

 The white marble tablet is currently displayed in the Epigraphical Museum at the Baths 

of Diocletian in Rome.   There is some dispute as to its original location.  Bourne reports that it 2

was found in 1912 on the Via Pinciana in Rome when workmen were constructing a foundation 

for a garage.   However Horsfall argues that it was found on the west side of the Sepulcretum 3

Salarium.   Nevertheless, this does not affect my argument. 4

 The stone was broken into two pieces but otherwise well preserved.  It measures 59 by 67 

centimeters when combined.   The holes on the four corners as well as in the middle and central 5

bottom may suggest that the stone was originally fixed by clamps or nails.  The text is arranged 

in double columns with the title in the middle on top and ending prayer at the central bottom.  

The letters in the text maintain a relatively constant height except for periodic use of tall I and 
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apices.  Tall I appears 17 times,  apices appear 7 times.   Ligature appears in the “n” and “t” of 6 7

senescunt (31) and lacessunt (32).  Interpuncts are used regularly between words with a few 

exceptions, some perhaps due to the condition of the stone.  The cutter appears to have carved 

this stone with care, and the only obvious formatting irregularity occurs in the penultimate line.  

“L” and “A” of the first laedere appear disproportionally large compared to the rest of the line.  

The gradually decreasing size of letters in the line may suggest that the cutter realized that he 

would run out of space as he was carving the line and adjusted his letter module on the fly. 

III. The Date. 

 Horsfall reports that the traditional consensus is about 200 C.E.  He points out the 

insufficiency of paleographical arguments due to the almost unprecedented use of double column 

in verse text; he incorporates metrical evidence, but this, too is uncertain because of the general 

freedom in meter in subliterary verse inscriptions.   Based on epigraphical and paleographical 8

grounds, J. S. Gordon proposes a late-Augustan or early-Tiberian date even though she cannot 

rule out a later one.   Seriola parva (3) seems to indicate a cremation burial, however, and the 9

size of the stone might suggest that it had originally covered a columbarium niche.   According 10

to Toynbee, columbaria with niches for ash urns were regular features of the first century B.C.E. 

and the first century C.E., and fell out of use during the second century C.E. in Rome.   The 11

Ovidian intertexts make it safe to deduce a date not earlier than the poet.   While I cannot rule 12

out any later dates either, I think an early imperial time frame corresponds better to the burial 

style.    

IV. Editions. 

The editio princeps is G. Mancini, NSc 1912. 5, 155ff.   13
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V. Text. 

In this text, for typographical reasons, underscored letters are used to indicate unsure 

readings instead of the conventional dotted letters. 

 DIS MANIB(US) 

ALLIAE A. L. POTESTATIS 

 Hic Perusina sita est, qua non pretiosior ulla   

 femina; de multis vix una aut altera visa 

 sedula. Seriola parva tam magna teneris.  

  crudelis fati rector duraque Persiphone, 

5  quid bona diripitis ex<s>uperantque mala?  

 quaeritur a cunctis; iam respondere fatigor. 

   Dant lachrimas animi signa benigna sui.  

 Fortis, sancta, tenax, insons, fidissima custos,   

 munda domi, sat munda foras, notissima volgo, 

10 sola erat ut posset factis occurrere cunctis.   

  Exiguo sermone inreprehensa manebat.   

 Prima toro delapsa fuit, eadem ultima lecto,   

 se tulit ad quietem positis ex ordine rebus,   

 lana cui e manibus nuncquam sine caussa recessit, 

15 obsequioque prior nulla moresque salubres. 

 Haec sibi non placuit, numquam sibi libera visa.   

 Candida, luminibus pulchris, aurata capillis,   
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 et nitor in facie permansit eburneus illae,  

  qualem mortalem nullam habuisse ferunt;  

20 pectore et in niveo brevis illi forma papillae.  

 Quid crura? Atalantes status illi comicus ipse. 

 Anxia non mansit, sed corpore pulchra benigno 

 levia membra tulit; pilus illi quaesitus ubique.  

 Quod manibus duris fuerit culpabere forsan:  

25 Nil illi placuit nisi quod pe[r] se sibi fecerat ipsa. 

 Nosse fuit nullum studium, sibi se satis esse putabat. 

 Mansit et infamis, quia nil admiserat umquam.  

 Haec duo dum vixit iuvenes ita rexit amantes, 

 exemplo ut fierent similes Pyladisque et Orestae; 

30 una domus capiebat eos unusque et spiritus illis.  

 Post hanc nunc idem diversi sibi quisq<ue> senescunt; 

 femina quod struxit talis, nunc puncta lacessunt. 

 Aspicite ad Troiam, quid femina fecerit olim!   

 sit precor hoc iustum, exemplis in parvo grandibus uti.  

35 Hos tibi dat versus lachrimans sine fine patronus 

 muneris amissae, cui nuncquam es pectore adempta, 

  quae putat amissis munera gratia dari.  

  Nulla cui post te femina visa proba est: 

 qui sine te vivit, cernit sua funera vivos. 
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40 Auro tuum nomen fert ille refertque lacerto, 

 qua retinere potest; auro conlata Potestas.  

 quantumcumq<ue> tamen praeconia nostra valebunt,  

  versiculis vives quandiucumque meis.  

 Effigiem pro te teneo solacia nostri, 

45  quam colimus sancte sertaque multa datur,  

 cumque ad te veniam mecum comitata sequetur.  

 Sed tamen infelix cui tam sollemnia mandem? 

 Si tamen extiterit cui tantum credere possim, 

 hoc unum felix amissa te mihi forsan ero.  

50 ei mihi vicisti sors mea facta tua est. 

 Laedere qui hoc poterit ausus quoque laedere divos. 

 Haec titulo insignis credite numen habet. 

VI. Apparatus. 

5 ex<s>uperantque: exuperantque lapis, Bourne. 

14 cui e manibus: lapis, cui manibus Bourne. 

15 obsequioque: opsequioque lapis, editores.  

20 niveo: nive[o] Gordon, niveo Bourne, Horsfall. 

31 quisq<ue>: quisq lapis. 

42 quantumq<ue>: quantumq lapis. 

46 ad: Gordon, Horsfall, at lapis, Bourne. 

!
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VII. Meters. 

 Most lines are in dactylic hexameter.  Lines 4, 5, 7, 19, 37, 38, 43, and 45 are 

pentameters. Lines 23, 25, 26, and 30 are heptameters.  Unusual meters occur in Lines 11 and 49.  

Line 11 consists of a half pentameter and a half hexameter though Horsfall goes to extraordinary 

measures to preserve the hexameter by seeing the ablative ending of sermone as long because of 

the caesura and then retains the same in hiatus.   Horsfall scans Line 49 as four feet of a 14

hexameter, followed by a second half of a pentameter.  15

VIII. Translation. 

To the Shades 

of Allia Potestas, freedwoman of Allius. 

Here lies a woman from Perugia, than whom no other woman was more precious, 

 barely one or another from many, seemed 

 diligent.  Great, you are held by a small jar. 

 Cruel ruler of fate and harsh Persephone, 

5 why do you snatch away the good and evils flourish? 

 All ask, now I am tired of answering; 

 they all grant tears, the favorable signs of her spirit. 

 A courageous, pious, firm, innocent, and most trustworthy guardian, 

 She was elegant at home and elegant enough outside, very well known to the crowd;  

10 She was sufficient by herself to be able to meet all tasks. 

 She, with few words, remained blameless. 

 She was the first to slip out of bed, and likewise the last to sleep, 
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 she went to rest after all things were put in order, 

 the wool never fell from her hands without reason, 

15 No woman was before her in terms of obedience and good morals. 

 She was not pleased with herself, never did she see herself as free. 

 She was shining, with beautiful eyes, golden hair, 

 and there was an ivory brightness in her face, 

 such as they say no mortal woman had; 

20 on her snowy breast she had a small nipple. 

 How about her legs?  She was like the comical role of Atalanta. 

 She was not stingy, but with generous body she kept her limbs smooth; 

 her hair was sought everywhere. 

 Perhaps you will criticize because she had rough hands: 

25 Nothing pleased her except what she had done by herself. 

 She had no desire to know, she thought she was enough for herself. 

 She also remained without (bad) reputation, because she never did anything. 

 While this woman was alive she guided two loving young men, 

 that they became similar to the example of Pylades and Orestes; 

30 One house held them and their spirit was the same. 

 Now after her, divided, each one grows old by himself; 

 What such a woman has built, now they destroy within an instant. 

 Look to Troy, what a woman did once! 

 I beg to be right for great examples to be used in a small matter. 
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35 Weeping endlessly, your patron gives these verses as a gift to you, 

 from whose heart you have never been taken away,  

 the gift which he thinks are gifts pleasing to the dead. 

 To whom after you no woman has seemed upright: 

 he who lives without you, sees his own death while still alive. 

40 He carries your name in gold and wears it on his arm, 

 which he was able to retain POTESTAS matched with gold; 

 Nonetheless to whatever extent our praises will have power, 

 you will live as long as through my verses. 

 I hold your effigy in place of you as a solace to us, 

45 how I tend sacredly and many garlands are given, 

 and when I come to you, it will follow accompanying me. 

 But unhappy I am, to whom shall I commend such sacred duties? 

 If however someone stands out to whom I can entrust such, 

 Perhaps this one thing will be fortunate though you are gone. 

50 Oh! You have defeated me.  My lot has become yours. 

 He who can hurt this (tomb) has dared also to hurt the gods. 

 Believe, this woman, commemorated by the inscription, has divine power. 

IX. Nudity and Eroticism. 

 First we should investigate what Allius is trying to accomplish in this epitaph, and I shall 

start with the explicit description of Allia’s body (vv. 17-23), which is unique and presents 

problems.  From pectore niveo (20) we can ascertain that he presents to us the image of a nude 
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female, at least in her upper body, though v. 23 (levia membra tulit; pilus illi quaesitus ubique) 

suggests that our attention is being drawn to her lower body as well.  After noting the poet’s 

assertions of Allia’s conventional matronly virtues (vv. 8-16), Lattimore goes on to say that “she 

is all this [sc. a virtuous lady] in spite of her beauty, which the author goes on to describe in 

rather embarrassing detail.”   His conclusion of this epitaph reads “a union of beauty with old-16

fashioned virtue; only here we have the description expanded and running into detail, thanks to 

the matchless garrulity and lack of tact of the author.”   In modern society, we tend to shun 17

displaying nudity, especially erogenous zones, in public because it seems to bring us shame and 

embarrassment.  For example, visitors to the Rockefeller Center in New York City will find at its 

Fifth Avenue Entrance a bronze statue of Atlas by Lee Lawrie (Fig. 2).  This modern Atlas is 

draped, not nude.  Legal and moral boundaries have shaped our very negative view of nudity.  

Neither did Romans approve of male and female nudity in public life.   For example, Romans 18

expected chastity and rigid standards of conduct from stern matrons,  hence the only women 19

who were to be seen naked in Rome were slaves and prostitutes.   However, Romans embraced 20

the use of nudity in art for both genders.  For example, we can find many nude statues of 

Augustus showing his heroism, such as the bronze portrait of Divus Augustus from the Basilica 

at Herculaneum (Fig. 3).  This is not to suggest that a Roman senator would walk naked into the 

Senate: it would have been improper and embarrassing for him and his fellow senators.   Also, 21

Roman clothing served an important social function: it indicated status, hence senators would 

take pains to wear togas in formal occasions.  Rather, as D’Ambra has argued, we may 

understand nudity in Roman art as a meticulously wrought costume to infer divine or heroic 

qualities.  22
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 A story of Livia from Cassius Dio captures the dichotomy in Roman attitudes to nudity.  

Once, he tells us, some naked men met Livia and were about to be executed because of it.  She 

saved their lives by saying that to a chaste woman such men are in no way different from statues 

(D.C. 58.2.4-5).   From this anecdote, which highlights Livia’s clemency as well as chastity, we 23

may infer that being naked was a deadly offense but nude statues were common.   

 Allius’s verbal description of Allia’s body conforms to the conventions of Roman art, 

and, it seems, to mythological portraits in particular..  For example, we often see women painted 

with conspicuously light complexions in wall paintings, matching our inscription’s candida (17), 

nitor (18), eburneus (18), and niveo (20).  We may see in this the author’s effort to adopt the 

conventions of the mythological portrait into text.  Here one thinks of the mythological portrait 

of Marcia Furnilla as Venus (Fig. 4).   Marcia Furnilla was the second wife of Titus.  Modern 24

viewers may be surprised when they see a statue with a head of an older woman upon a youthful 

torso.  Such incongruence does not fit into modern aesthetics because we tend to look at art not 

holistically.  Hallett thinks such a habit has made us overlook the powerful effect of nude statues 

on Roman viewers, i.e. “a powerful and effective representation of a charismatic leader.”   25

D’Ambra points out that many nude female funerary statues recall Venus, especially the 

Capitoline Venus type (Fig. 5 ).   We may therefore see that Roman viewers understood the nude 26

female body in a funerary statue as an effective costume to mark her female virtues associated 

with family and home, such as fertility, eroticism, cultus, and refinement.    27

 The poet’s unreserved description of Allia’s breast, nipples (20), and the likely implied 

plucking of her groin and other hair (23) added a deeply sexual flavor, which might arouse 

excitement among viewers.  In the modern world we might consider such an effect pornographic, 
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and this might bias us in our interpretation of erotically charged images in antiquity.  A brief look 

at how Romans viewed erotic images will counter this bias.   

 Clarke examines a wide range of Roman erotic art, concluding that “ancient Romans 

enjoyed seeing them [sc. sexual representations], primarily because they associated sex with 

pleasure rather than sin.”   Erotic art existed in public contexts, such as Pompeii’s Suburban 28

Baths,  and in private elite settings such as Cubiculum D of the Villa della Farnesina in Rome 29

(Fig. 6).  Levin-Richardson argues that these frescos are meant to show the owner’s elite taste; 

viewers could comment on these to show their understanding of elite art and thus performatively 

reveal their social standing.   In addition, recent excavations on the Palatine Hill in Rome 30

revealed some erotic wall paintings in an elite house, the so-called “House of Augustus”.   Also, 31

as Myerowitz has noted,  in the Tristia when Ovid tries to defend himself and ask Augustus for 32

mercy, he also refers to erotic paintings in Augustus’s house.  A person begging for mercy would 

take extreme caution not to provoke those who control his or her fate, hence we may deduce that 

such erotic paintings did not embarrass Augustus.  We may then see that the erotic implications 

in the epitaph conform to Roman morals.  The virtual nudity and erotic language in our epitaph 

need not have risked incurring criticism, but rather recall elite practices.  In sum, Allius’s use of 

these two elements attests to his familiarity with elite taste and life, suggesting his background in 

an upper-class household.  Meanwhile, he combines elements such as wool (14) to showcase 

Allia’s traditional female virtues (vv. 8).  Hence, the poem indicates Allius’s deliberative 

intentions to both commemorate his lover Allia and exhibit his own knowledge on elite style.  

!
!
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X. Allius. 

 The question then arises: was Allius a young senatorial aristocrat himself?  He need not 

have been.  Even though nude statues with divine attributes were common among the imperial 

family, a significant number of freed women were similarly commemorated as divinities by nude 

statues.   Throughout the poem we can easily sense the profuse sorrow of the patron, Allius.  33

Line 38 states his dissatisfaction with any other woman, which alludes to his unwillingness to 

live and initiate a relationship with another woman after Allia’s death.  If Allius had been from 

the senatorial class, such an attitude would have seemed quite excessive in the Roman context.  

We would expect emotional self-control from a senatorial aristocrat, for excessive displays of 

grief were often dismissed as womanish.    Investigating pudor among the social and cultural 34

elites during the late Republic and the early Empire, Kaster argues that any behavior that 

humiliates oneself would harm one’s existimatio and cause pudor.   Roman senatorial aristocrats 35

grew up with codes of masculinity, for example the legend of Gaius Mucius Scaevola, who 

placed his right hand in a fire in front of enemies without any display of emotions (Liv. 

2.12.1-13.5).  Hence, for a senatorial male aristocrat, acting effeminately deviated from his 

expected behaviors and would humiliate himself and therefore cause pudor.  However, when 

Romans were doing something not face to face, i.e. when they did not see that they were being 

seen by others, the standard of pudor was not as rigid,  hence certain degree of poetic license 36

would be permitted in our epitaph.  Yet Allius’s endless weeping (35) would still be problematic 

for an elite Roman male.  Bodily codes of masculinity were so ingrained that we see subversive 

poets, such as Catullus, conform to them.   Also, the Lex Iulia et Papia during Augustus’s reign 37

deals with population growth, especially among the senatorial class.  For example, persons who 
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did not marry could not inherit.   We can imagine that a young (c.f. iuvenes) widower of the 38

senatorial class would be encouraged to remarry or start another quasi-marital relationship for 

the sake of procreation and the continuation of his family.  As these problems emerge, we shall 

explore the social status of Allius, the patron of Allia.  

 Perhaps the first question that occurs to readers of the stone pertains to the author.  Who 

wrote this?  Courtney points out the four cardinal roles in the production of an inscription, the 

commissioner, the composer, the ordinator who transcribes and lays out the text on the stone, and 

the carver.   From lines 35 and 36 of the epitaph (Hos tibi dat versus lachrimans sine fine 39

patronus / muneris amissae), we are certain that Allius, Allia’s patron, commissioned the work.  

Whether or not he actually wrote the text himself has caused scholarly debates.  Horsfall argues 

(and I agree with him) that Allius himself was the writer, because “the intimacy between Allius 

and Allia in the text, even though without implication of a marital relationship, excludes the 

possibility of an intermediary composer.”    40

 If Allius is the poet, certain literary characteristics in the text may enlighten us as to his 

status.  Allius is a Roman gentilicium, it is not rare but not common either.   Perhaps the most 41

famous Allius is the addressee of Catullus 58.  Another who pertains more to our concern is Q. 

Allius Maximus, the consul suffectus of 49 C.E.   From these facts I shall draw a modern 42

analogy.  When I meet someone whose last name is Smith, I cannot tell his or her background 

just from the last name.  In contrast, if I meet someone whose last name is Rockefeller, I will 

have a quick sense who he or she is.  Hence, similarly the Allii were a respected Roman 

senatorial clan with a limited number of attested members, and consequently each freeborn 

member without any freedmen lineage would enjoy considerable recognition in Rome.  There are 
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two possibilities for our Allius to have this gentilicium.  He could be of freeborn lineage, natural 

born or adopted, i.e. none of his father (or adopted father), grandfather, or great-grandfather, etc. 

had ever been a slave, in other words, he was likely a noble Roman senatorial aristocrat by 

birth.   Otherwise he could be of freedmen lineage, i.e. he or one of his paternal ancestors had 43

been a slave of the Allii and was later freed, in other words, he might not be a Roman noble by 

birth.  The question at stake then is whether our Allius was of freeborn lineage or of freedman 

lineage.  I shall argue that our Allius fell into the latter scenario. 

 The grand scale of the work indicates that Allius had received some education. 

Throughout the poem readers may see Allius’s acquaintance with some of the classics, especially 

Ovidian poetry.   For example, his description of Allia’s body reminds us of Ovid’s Amores I. 44

5.   Horsfall points out that reference to Virgil is rare.   If we consider the esteemed status of 45 46

the Aeneid as a national epic, the omission of Virgil seems unexpected; perhaps the only obvious 

echo is the dactylic hexameter.  We shall consider one graffiti found at the Fullonica in Pompeii 

(IX. 13.5).  Modeled after the opening of the Aeneid, it reads fullones ululamque cano, non arma 

virumque (CIL IV 9131; I sing of the launders and their screech-owl, not weapons and a man).  It 

then seems that the Aeneid was so popular among Romans of all classes that knowledge of it was 

not a sufficient status indicator.  As La Rocca and de Vos argue, Roman children memorized the 

Aeneid by rote, and therefore the lower class in Pompeii might have heard the epic.   Romans of 47

the lower class might be able to recite several lines of Virgil, but this does not show that they 

knew the entire work.  Therefore a good command of the Aeneid could still show one’s good 

education and higher social status.  Allius’s omission of Virgil might thus indicate his lower 

social standing.  Moreover, a close scansion of the text reveals Allius’s limited control of meters.  
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As I have pointed out in Section VI, lines 11 and 49 are unusual combinations of different 

meters.  The isolated appearance of pentameter as well as some unconventional phrasings would 

be glaring to readers of classical Latin literature.  For example, Horsfall comments that line 37 is 

“an ugly and infelicitous re-use of the previous line’s phrasing.”   These may indicate the subpar 48

education and literary training of Allius.  As Lattimore remarks, “the poem is completely sincere, 

guaranteed as spontaneous by its very defects.”   Since Roman senatorial elites in the Empire 49

had less power and influence in politics, they shifted more focus to private life and their otium.  

Pliny the Younger’s letters provide us with plenty of insights into elite literary productions.   If 50

our Allius had been a freeborn elite of an illustrious Roman senatorial clan, we would expect of 

him active participation in literary recitation and striving for perfection, either under peer 

pressure or out of personal pursuit, and therefore a better control of meter and other technicalities 

of poetry.  We may consider an anecdote of Augustus from Suetonius: Augustus destroyed a 

tragedy that he had began with much enthusiasm because the style did not satisfy him.  He 

commented that his Ajax had fallen on his sponge (Suet. Aug. 85.2).  Hence, we may see that 

Roman elites seldom published second-rate works.    

 We may also notice the use of “lachrimas” instead of the standard lacrimas in line 7, and 

similarly the use of “lachrimans” in line 35, keeping in mind that the addition of “h” does not 

lengthen the vowel “a” by position (in lacrimas “a” would scan short as it were followed by a 

“c”, a mute, and then an “r”, a liquid).  We may then deduce that the aspirate “ch” was not 

Allius’s deliberation but his natural speaking pattern.   Given the effort Allius put into 51

composing the fifty-two-line poem commemorating his lover, the mistakes would therefore seem 

not have resulted from carelessness; rather they should be something inveterate that he could not 
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help.  A similar occurrence of aspirated consonants arises in Catullus 84, in which the poet 

ridicules Arrius’s incorrect aspirates, when, for example, he says chommoda instead of commoda.    

In his article on this poem, Bell argues that  

[It is] far more likely that the change [sc. to the aspirated consonants] was 
due to the corruption of these Latin words in the mouths of men of alien 
stock than to any alteration effected in the pronunciation of the Romans 
themselves by the influence of the Greek aspirated consonants.  52

!
Although Cicero admitted his use of aspirated consonants, conforming to the trend at his time, he 

was conscious of the correct form.   A later orator, Quintilian, regarded aspirations in speaking 53

as an error and a form of barbarism.   Roman elites from the provinces paid great attention to 54

their accents.  Hadrian, for example, took great pain correcting his accents after his arrival in 

Rome so as to avoid laughter from other urban elites (HA. Had. 3.1).  Hence, the use of “ch” 

indicates Allius’s unfamiliarity with oratory, which was expected for Roman senatorial aristocrat, 

and ignorance of urban elite speaking practice. 

 Therefore I conclude that our Allius was more likely to be of freedman lineage in the 

Allius clan.  Although I cannot rule out the possibility that he was freeborn but descended from a 

manumitted slave, I think Allius was most likely a freedman himself.  Investigating epitaphs in 

Ostia and Pompeii, Mouritzen has shown the trend during the Empire in which more freedmen 

than elites engaged in funerary commemoration through ostentatious epitaphs.   He argues that 55

the stigma freedmen had formerly experienced as slaves triggered highly individual responses to 

their losses of wives or children; however, their descendants gave up such a practice even one 

generation later, because as freeborn citizens they did not experience the transformation out of 

slavery.   Literate slaves were not unusual in Rome, where many respected elite households 56
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used slaves to supervise the education of children.   If our Allius was formerly a slave, he might 57

have received some literary training when assuming literary tasks and serving at dinner parties 

where recitation often took place.  His slave background in the elite household exposed him to 

nudity and erotic implications in elite art.  Such exposure explains his use of these two elements 

to commemorate Allia’s virtues.  58

XI. Allius and Allia. 

 Now we should consider the relationship between Allius and Allia.  Throughout the text 

we do not see anywhere the term coniux or coniunx, which normally indicates a spouse through 

lawful marriage, iustum maritum, hence it is reasonable to exclude this option.   Since I have 59

argued that Allius was most likely to be a freedman, then two possibilities of their initial 

relationship arise.  One is concubinatus, and the other is contubernium.  Both are quasi-marital 

relationships, but concubinatus is between a freeborn and a freed person or two freed persons or 

sometimes two freeborn,  and contuberinum is between a freeborn and a slave or a freed person 60

and a slave or two slaves.   In short, in contuberinum, at least one partner is a slave.   I propose 61 62

that their relationship started when at least one was still a slave, but more likely when they were 

both slaves as I shall argue later.  In either case, initially Allia was Allius’s contubernalis.  

Admittedly, the term contubernalis is not explicitly mentioned in this poem (nor is concubina).  I 

think such an omission is due to Allius’s desire to avoid alluding to his former slave status.  

Perhaps he thinks that by composing such a grand poem and applying elite aesthetics of nudity 

and erotics he may disguise himself as a senatorial aristocrat.  

 From the epitaph we know that Allius is Allia’s patronus (35), and Allia is freed during 

her lifetime (14).  If Allius and his freedwoman Allia maintained a long-term sexual relationship, 
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as seems likely, but did not marry (see above), then at her death that relationship may have 

passed the threshold for concubinatus.   In addition, we should acknowledge that a patronus can 63

manumit his slave woman for the specific purpose of marriage, in which case he can marry her 

even if she is unwilling.   However, if they had been married, then Allia, as Allius’s wife, and 64

her other lover would have committed adultery.  It is therefore reasonable to think that Allius 

deliberately avoided marrying Allia and resorted to some quasi-marital option to keep the 

triangular relationship.   

 As Treggiari has shown, if the initial relationship was contubernium, i.e. if it started when 

at least one partner was still a slave, the term contubernalis can still be used in epitaphs even if 

both are freed at one’s death.   Among the fourteen examples she has listed, a patronus-liberta 65

relationship occurs definitely in three, and possibly in one more.   She argues that “in the 66

inscriptions contubernalis has the meaning attached to it by lawyers, even though it may refer to 

a situation which no longer existed at the time of commemoration.”   Furthermore, Treggiari 67

points out four instances in CIL 6 where two men commemorate the same woman as their 

contubernalis.   One of them reads, D.m.s/ Vettidiae Cresimeni/ contubernali carissi/mae 68

fecerunt Maior et/ Thallus bene meren/ti pientissimae (CIL VI 33666; to the shades of Vettidia 

Cresimenus, Maior and Thallus made to the most beloved, well-deserved, and pious 

contubernalis).  Rawson briefly mentions the situations of multiple contubernales, which she 

thinks are “either nonsexual relationships or polygamous unions.”   Treggiari thinks that these 69

were not overt bigamous unions, but rather one man was “divorced”, i.e he was previously 

divided from his contubernalis unwillingly, and later at her death, the two men cooperated in the 

commemoration.   These four examples are enough to demonstrate that polyandry within 70
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contubernium was possible.  In other words, if the quasi-marital relationship started when at least 

one partner was still a slave, possible polyandry has been attested in epitaphs found in Rome. 

 Hence if initially Allia was Allius’s contubernalis, identifying the duo iuvenes as Allius 

and another lover of Allia becomes far less problematic.  Four similar instances in CIL 6 cannot 

show that such a polyandrous relationship was above social criticism.  I think that there were 

different standards of behavior between Roman elites and non-elites.  If Allius was truly a 

freedman, as I have argued, no matter how closely he imitated elite style, taste, and life, he 

would not be able to assimilate completely.  In Roman society where social status mattered much 

more than ours, we can imagine how often freeborn elites would make fun of freedmen.  

Considering Petronius’s highly exaggerated depiction of the freedman Trimalchio in his 

Satyricon as an example, I think the indelible difference between elite and non-elite and frequent 

lampoons of the elite would lead freedmen and non-elites to establish their own standards.   71

Perhaps due to the dire living conditions and the unstable lives of slaves, polyandry was indeed 

permissible in contubernium.  

 My other suggestion is that Allius and Allia’s quasi-marital relationship started when they 

were both slaves.  If we consider the first scenario, i.e. that the quasi-marital relationship started 

when Allius was freed but Allia was not, then the inscription tells us that she was a slave of 

Allius.  Contubernium under such a condition is not as likely to occur as concubinatus, for if 

Allius controlled Allia’s manumission and he was so in love with her, it was more reasonable for 

him to free her and then keep her as a concubina or even marry her than to keep her as a slave 

and thus a contubernalis.  Then the initial relationship between them would no longer have been 

contubernium, and so the four examples mentioned above as comparanda to the polyandrous 
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relationship in our epitaph become invalid.  There is no evidence for this historical period that a 

polyandrous relationship was banned in concubinatus, but a later jurist, Ulpian, who flourished 

between 211 to 222 C.E., thinks that such relationship should be accused of adultery (Digest.

48.5.14). 

Si uxor non fuerit in adulterio, concubina tamen fuit, iure quidem mariti 
accusare eam non poterit, quae uxor non fuit, iure tamen extranei 
accusationem instituere non prohibebitur, si modo ea sit, quae in 
concubinatum se dando matronae nomen non amisit, ut puta quae patroni 
concubina fuit. 

If it was not a wife (caught) in adultery, but a concubine, he will not be 
able to accuse her with a husband’s right, since she was not a wife. 
However, he will not be prevented from instituting an accusation by the 
right of a third party, if only she is a woman who did not lose the name of 
matron in giving herself in concubinage, as for instance, she who was the 
concubine of her patron.  72

In addition, investigating jurists’ definition of concubinage, Dixon argues that concubinage was 

essentially a monogamous union characterized by companionship, affection, and mutual 

respect.   We should also consider that concubinatus was not exclusively a lower-class matter.  73

Later emperors (since I prefer an earlier date for this inscription, c.f. III. Date.) such as Vespasian 

and Antonius Pius took concubines after the death of their wives.  These considerations 

cumulatively suggest that a stricter code would pertain to concubinatus than contubernium.  In 

fact, Treggiari argues that contubernium was sanctioned by customs only, and in her footnote she 

points out that “a female contubernalis could not be guilty of adultery.”   Hence, considering 74

legal nuances, I think that even among the lower class polyandrous relationships would be less 

likely to occur in concubinatus than in contubernium.  Then one possible explanation rises if the 

first scenario occurred (Allius was freed but Allia was a slave when their quasi-marital 

relationship started).  Perhaps Allius intentionally kept Allia as a slave to facilitate the 
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polyandrous relationship, similar to his avoidance of marriage (see above).  Hence the first 

scenario is possible but unlikely. 

 Now we should consider the second scenario, i.e. that both Allius and Allia were slaves 

when their quasi-marital relationship started.  We may deduce that they belonged to the same 

paterfamilias in order to keep contubernium, for (in addition to practical impediments) 

contubernium existed by permission of the paterfamilias.   Allius gained freedom first, and then 75

either he bought Allia from his former paterfamilias when he got enough financial means, or 

Allia was part of Allius’s peculium, more specifically, perhaps, his vicaria, and the paterfamilias 

gave Allia to Allius at his manumission.   

 As for the other of the duo iuvenes, I propose one possibility as follows.  He could have 

also been a slave of the same paterfamilias, then the three could have started a triangular 

contubernium with the permission of the paterfamilias.  After Allius was freed, he might have 

acquired the other man and kept him in his own household, either as a slave or a freedman.  

Given that the three had a long-term harmonious relationship in their enslavement, they might 

live happily together afterwards in the same house.  It is possible that Allius prides himself as a 

paterfamilias when he talks about Allia’s virtuous deeds in his domus.  Such pride then suggests 

that Allius had some power over the other man in his domus.  Hence I think the other man was 

Allius’s slave at one point.  Given that they lived apart after her death (31), I think the other man 

was freed by Allius at some point, although he could live elsewhere as a slave; for example, a 

slave could obtain peculium and live somewhere else to conduct business for his master,  or he 76

could be resold.  However, according the text the two men are more likely to have parted from 

each other of their free will, so the other man seems more likely to be a freedman after Allia’s 
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death.  Allius’s pride as a paterfamilias also suggests that the other man and Allia started their 

love before Allius owned Allia.  If that had not been the case, then it would have been 

unreasonable for Allius with his pride as a new paterfamilias to tolerate a rival in his own domus.  

Following the same argument, I propose another similar but more complex scenario:  Allia and 77

the other man could have started a very loving contubernium in another household, and then 

Allia was sold to the paterfamilias of our Allius.  Then Allia and our Allius started another very 

loving contubernium. After his manumission, our Allius acquired Allia from his former 

paterfamilias and the other man from the other household for Allia, then the three lived happily 

together.  Another similar scenario arises: Allia and Allius first started a very loving 

contubernium, and then Allia was sold to another household where she began another very 

loving contubernium with the other man.  After his manumission, our Allius bought both Allia 

and the other man from the other household,  then the three lived happily together.  In sum, I 

suggest that initially Allius and Allia had a contubernium relationship which started when they 

were both still slaves.  Allius acquired and lived with both Allia and the other man, and later he 

freed both of them.  

XII. Conclusion. 

 In conclusion, the Epitaph of Allia Potestas displays a touching triangular love that might 

not be “extra-legal,” for the initial contubernium may be an explanation of their relationship.    

Perhaps Allius had never expected that his poem to his beloved Allia would transcend its 

commemorative function to become a valuable source for us to learn about the quasi-marital 

relationships among Roman lower class.  As we learn more about Roman life, this rich and 

enigmatic inscription will pose more questions for us to answer.  
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Fig. 2. Lee Lawrie, Atlas, the Rockefeller Center, New York 
City.  Author’s picture.  

Fig. 1. The Epitaph of Allia Potestas: Rome, Museo 
Nazionale Romano, Terme di Diocleziano, inv. 
58694. Picture from <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Allia_Potestas> 
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Fig. 3. Augustus with the attributes of Jupiter 
from the “Basilica” at Herculaneum: Naples, 
Museo Nazionale, inv. 5595. Picture from 
<http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Augustus_Herculaneum_MAN_Napoli_Inv5
595.jpg>

Fig. 4. Portrait of Marcia Furnilla (?) as Venus: 
Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek, inv. 0711.  
Picture from<https://www.kulturarv.dk/mussam/
VisGenstand.action?genstandId=7550906>
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Fig. 6. Right Wall, right side, Cubiculum D, Casa 
della Farnesina: Rome, Museo Nazionale  
Romano, Palazzo Massimo alle Terme, inv. 1188.  
Picture from<http://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Casa_della_Farnesina_-
_Cubiculum_D_-_Right_wall_-_Right_Side.jpg>

Fig. 5. Statue of “Capitoline Venus” : Rome, 
Musei Capitolini, inv. MC 0409.  Picture from 
<http://en.museicapitolini.org/collezioni/
percorsi_per_sale/palazzo_nuovo/
gabinetto_della_venere/
statua_della_venere_capitolina>
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XV. Notes.

 See Horsfall 1985: 265-66.1

 Museo Nazionale Romano, Terme di Diocleziano inv. 58694. CIL VI 37965 = CLE 1988.2

 See Bourne 1916: 114.3

 See Horsfall 1985: 253.4

 See Gordon 1983: 146-47.5

 In DIS in the title, cunctis in Line 6, sui in 7, domi in 9, cunctis in 10, pulchris and second “i” of capillis in 17, nil 6

in 27, second “i” of illis in 30, idem in 31, exemplis and uti in 34, fine in 35, second “i” of versiculis and meis in 43, 
nostri in 44, and divos in 51.

 In “a” of MANIB in the title, “a” of sita in 1, second “e” of teneris in 3, “e” of crudelis in 4, “e” of femina in 33, 7

“o” of hos in 35, and “u” in funera in 39.  

 See Horsfall 1985: 252-54.8

 See Gordon 1983: 146.9

 My advisor Professor Gregory Bucher has kindly provided me with much useful information on the stone and 10

cremation.

 See Toynbee 1971: 40.11

 Horsfall 1985: 254 points out Allius’s familiarity with Ovid’s works.12

 Horsfall 1985: 251-52 lists more detailed information on the editions.13

 Horsfall 1985: 260 regards this line as “metrically ‘Commodianic’.”[i.e., a hexameter with some funny business] 14

 See Horsfall 1985: 272.15

 See Lattimore 1942: 298.16

 See Lattimore 1942: 299.17

 See Hallett 2005: 61. 18

 See D’Ambra 2000: 101.19

 See Hallett 2005: 83-84.  20

 Kaster 2005: 23 argues that verecundia of elite Romans assumes that being seen naked is unpleasant for both the 21

naked person and those who see him or her.  

 See D’Ambra 2000: 101-14.22

 Also see Myerowitz 1992: 144-45.23

 There is some uncertainty on whether or nor the statue is a portrait of Marcia Furnilla.  Matheson 1996: 185 labels 24

this statue as “Portrait of Marcia Furnilla as Venus.”  However, Hallett 2005: 201 labels the same statue as “Roman 
woman in the guise of Venus, from a Villa near Lake Albano.”

 Hallett 2005: 297-98 argues that a time-honored convention permitted the ancient world to accept these nude 25

statues without difficulty.
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 D’Ambra 1993: 107-8 discusses the Funerary Relief of Ulpia Epigone in comparison with the Epitaph of Allia 26

Potestas.  She suggests that both examples combine the tradition of the commemoration of the virtues of the 
deceased in emblematic form and the mythological portrait.

 Matheson 1996: 182-211 compares imperial and nonimperial women in terms of divine attributes in statues.  She 27

concludes that “both types of monuments celebrate the virtues Roman society valued in women, and the 
assimilations of women to goddess known for these virtues provided a vivid symbolic language for expressing these 
values in art.”  Also see D’Ambra 2000: 102. 

 See Clarke 1998: 275.28

 See Clarke 1998: 195-240.29

 I greatly appreciate Sarah Levin-Richardson’s kindness of showing me her work on the Villa della Farnesina.30

 See Myerowitz 1992: 155.  However, Wiseman 2009 527-45: argues that probably the so-called “House of 31

Augustus” had been built and decorated for someone else. 

 See Myerowitz 1992: 143-45.32

 Matheson 1996. She also argues that the apotheosis of empresses on imperial funerary reliefs were influenced by 33

the common theme of the reunion of spouses after death among freedmen (186).  She also indicates the popularity of 
nude female statues with divine qualities among freedmen funerary art (188).  

 See Williams 1999: 138.34

 See Kaster 2005: 47.35

 See Kaster 2005: 58.36

 Clark 2008: 278 By comparing Catullus 51 and Sappho 31, Clark concludes that even though Catullus embraces 37

Hellenistic aesthetics and rejects the traditional cursus of Roman elites, his body behavior still does not deviate from 
the elite code.

 See Frier and McGinn 2004: 39.38

 See Courtney 1995: 11-18.39

 Horsfall 1985: 268-69;  Lattimore 298 “an infatuated patron mourns for his freedwoman and mistress.”40

 See Bright 1982: 139.41

 von Rohden 1894: 1586.42

 Brunt 1982: 2 points out that “the not infrequent use of familia as an equivalent for gens reflects belief in gentile 43

blood-relationship, but does not prove it to have been well founded.”  Therefore, it is possible that our Allius was a 
freeborn citizen of a branch of the Allius clan that were not related to the senatorial branch by blood.  Then our 
Allius could have been freeborn, but from a lower social class.

 See Horsfall 1985: 254.44

 Horsfall 1985: 257 points out Allius’ possible reference to Virgil.  260 points out his possible reference to 45

Propertius.  Throughout his commentary, Horsfall also shows many other instances where Allius alludes to Ovid’s 
various works.

 See Horsfall 1985: 254.46

 See La Rocca and de Vos 1994: 241. 47
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 See Horsfall 1985: 269.48

 See Lattimore 1942: 298.49

 See Plin. Ep I.13 for example.50

 Courtney 1995: 12-13 points out how an ordinator transcribes the text to the stone.  He argues that the ordinator 51

memorizes a block of text and then mentally pronounces to himself as he writes on the stone.  This procedure then 
causes many phonetic mistakes in inscriptions.  Therefore, we should acknowledge the possibility that lachrimas 
and lachrimans resulted from the ordinator rather than Allius. 

 See Bell 1915: 138. 52

 See Cic. Orat 48.53

 Quint. Inst 1. 5. 19: argues that he was not certain whether an aspiration in writing is a mistake merely by its face 54

value.  He thinks that we should look at the nature of “h” in each instance to decide if it is an actual letter or a 
breathing.  In our case, it is clear that “ch” is an aspirated consonant, and “h” does not have a real value except for 
breathing.

 See Mouritsen 2005: 57.55

 See Mouritsen 2005: 62.  This argument also makes it unlikely that Allius was a freeborn citizen of a distant 56

branch of the clan from the senatorial one.  c.f. 38.

 See Rawson 1987: 39.57

 Rawson 1987: 12 points out that law (Lex Aelia Sentia) sets a minimum age of 30 for full manumission, but there 58

are many exceptions to this rule, and there are many very young freedmen attested.  One objection to my argument 
that our Allius was a freedman may rise if we insist he was freed lawfully, i.e. after 30.  Then age 30 may be too old 
for iuvenes.  To counter this objection, I shall argue that Allius could have been freed before 30, given all the 
exceptions Rawson points out.  Also it is not clear whether iuvenes is used literally in the poem.  Hence, I shall 
maintain that Allius was a freedman.

 Dixon 1992: 93 points out that there may have been some social niceties unclear to us why freedmen would have 59

freedwomen as concubinae rather than wives. 

 See Rawson 1974: 288.60

 See Rawson 1974: 293 and Treggiari 1981: 43.  61

 Treggiari 1981: 43-44 lists the uses of contubernalis in law code and literature. She shows that contubernium is 62

not limited to two slaves, but can also involve a free partner, either freeborn or freed. 

 Frier and McGinn 2004: 51 reads “ a concubine (concubina) is, in the commonest usage, a free woman who lives 63

with a man as his long-term sexual partner but does not become his wife.”

 See Frier and McGinn 2004: 43.64

 Treggiari 1981: 64-65 lists 14 instances in CIL 6 where both partners are freed but still use contubernales, those 65

are 11125, 9029, 12625, 20629, 21104, 21473a, 24081, 28786, 12806, 15598, 9044, 25090, 35145, and 18871.  

 Treggiari 1981: 65 lists the three definite cases as 25090, 9044, and 15598; the one possible case is 12806.66

 See Treggiari 1981: 58.67

 Treggiari 1981: 61-62 lists 6647, 26451, 33666, and 36456.68

 See Rawson 1974: 287.69

 See Treggiari 1981: 62.70
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 Weaver 1972: 10 shows the insufficiency of literary sources in investigating imperial freedmen.  He writes “it 71

would perhaps be naive to expect the consular historians, such as Tacitus and Cassius Dio, to admit slaves and 
freedmen regularly into their pages, unless to provide spectacular examples of non-virtue.”

 See Grubbs 2002: 152.72

 See Dixon 1992: 94.73

 See Treggiari 1981: 43.74

 See Treggiari 1981: 43.75

 See Digest 41.2.3.12.  McGinn and Frier 2004: 272.76

 The following two scenarios partly arise from Trggiari’s explanation of multiple contubernales.   Treggiari 1981: 77

62 argues that certain circumstances make the first man “divorced” and then the woman started contubernium with 
another man.  In addition, Treggiari and Dorken 1981: 270-271 discover twenty-three instances where two men 
commemorate the same coniunx.  Their working hypothesis is that at least the first “marriage” had been 
contubernium.  It was ended by circumstances that could not be controlled by the partners, and then the woman 
started another marriage or quasi-marriage with another man.  Horsfall 1985: 266 notes the our amantes are “quite 
another matter,” for polyandry in our case seems hard to deny.  However, Treggiari and Dorken’s works still 
provides me with plenty of inspirations on the possibilities of the triangular relationship in our inscription.   
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